Health Information Exchange Accelerated by Rapidly Growing Integration as a Service (IaaS) Solution

Zen Healthcare IT’s Gemini platform achieves market adoption with technology and services dedicated toward simplifying interoperability.

COST MESA, Calif. (PRWEB) February 11, 2019 -- Zen Healthcare IT (“Zen”), a disruptive interoperability technology and services company in healthcare announces a record breaking year for their technology platform and interface engineering services. Health Information Exchanges (HIEs), Healthcare IT companies, and healthcare provider organizations are embracing Zen’s latest innovations to make their interoperability objectives achievable and scalable.

An often hidden, but substantial cost for healthcare organizations is the enormous amount of technology infrastructure and expert resources needed to create and maintain healthcare data interoperability. Today, these organizations are not only responsible for making data available to those who need it for treatment and transitions of care, but they must also ensure the data exchange meets rigorous quality and security standards. Zen’s interoperability technology platform, solutions, and engineering services make meeting these demands achievable.

“We listened to our clients and saw a void in the market for an enterprise class integration platform that can grow with healthcare organizations as their interoperability needs grow,” says Marilee Benson, President of Zen Healthcare IT. “Now our clients have access to a fully managed, high performance integration platform provided ‘as a service’ so they can rapidly scale healthcare integrations like never before.”

Leveraging Zen’s integration as a service (IaaS) platform called Gemini, Zen clients are driving ever increasing message volumes with one client exceeding 4.7 million messages in their first month of operation, January 2019. The popularity of Gemini is growing fast as it gains the attention of healthcare organizations looking for world-class performance in a cost effective approach to healthcare data exchange. Organizations are leveraging the Gemini platform to connect their own internal systems, help their clients connect with HIEs, labs, health systems, etc., and connect to nationwide trusted exchange networks like Carequality and eHealth Exchange.

“As healthcare interoperability engineers, one of the aspects of Gemini that we are most proud of is the performance and responsiveness we bring to our clients,” explains Ron Wilson, Director of Technical Services. “The platform is clearly outperforming competitors’ benchmarks and side-by-side comparisons, which ultimately means that care providers aren’t left waiting to receive the critical data they need to deliver care.”

As one of the few companies offering a pure Integration-as-a-Service platform for healthcare, Zen’s Gemini solution is becoming a core interoperability asset for HIEs, healthcare IT vendors, providers and health systems. Extensions of the platform provide gateways to national networks Carequality and eHealth Exchange via Gemini’s Stargate option, and access to a robust FHIR-enabled central data repository (Gemini’s Gravity CDR). These and other built-in tools help manage data quality and support the ongoing scale needed to meet data exchange needs across otherwise disparate care settings.

Zen will be discussing the value of adopting an Integration-as-a-Service (IaaS) platform and their Gemini infrastructure at HIMSS19 in Orlando, booth #8463 directly adjacent to the Interoperability Showcase. To learn more about the Gemini Integration Platform and interoperability engineering services, visit
https://www.ConsultZen.com, email info@consultzen.com, or call the Zen interoperability services hotline at 949-396-0361.

About Zen Healthcare IT
Zen Healthcare IT ("Zen") is an interoperability technology and consulting firm. Zen helps all stakeholders in healthcare - vendors, providers, payers, HIEs, and ACOs - simplify interoperability. Using technology tools and years of interface development and support experience, Zen's solution architects and engineers design and build use-case driven solutions for health information exchange. The Zen team solves problems ranging from data acquisition, data normalization and aggregation, and data delivery challenges. Zen's national client-base leverages Zen's broad range of consulting services, on-demand engineering, and disruptive Gemini Integration Platform helps overcome interoperability obstacles and creates sustainable health information exchange infrastructures. Learn more at ConsultZen.com - https://www.ConsultZen.com.
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